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Current and emerging developmentsin the polar regions entait an increasedconflictån increåsedcooperation-potential.On this backdrop the author
potential
^discusreras well ås
the possibilitiesfor international cooperation on conflict-preventivemeasures
i" ttt" polar rågions.A key assumptionin this context is that international cooperation
as such - indeiendently of the o6ject of cooperation - should be ascribed a-positive
;;tfli"t-pr"urniive funition. The åiscussion,however, is here limited to a few subject-areai where international cooperationin the polar re€ions.is of particular interest;
economic exploitation, regulatory.measures
notably in scientific research,/exploration,
of a practical/operativenature, and regulation of sovereignty-and jurisdiction-status.
More particulariy, the paper gives a Jomparative discussionof the Svalbard (Spitqbergen) and Aniarctic iieåties-as models for the regulation-of so-called'new terriinter ølia, most of the polar regions)' Finally, the
tori-es'(a term which encompasses,
ih" uptners'of suth models to adapt to changing circumstances,and
author
""uÅin"t
the need foi measuresof regulation and control in regions where many
to cover
parties are involved in the developments.
Gunnar Skagestad, the Fridtiof

Nønsen Foundation øt Polhpgda, Norway,

I. INTRODUCTION
With regard to the polar regions,we are
faced today with a developmentwhich,
inter alia, entails an increasedconflictpotential,both in relationsbetweenindividual nations and betweennational and
international interests and goals. This
increasedconflict-potentialconsistspartly
in an aggravationof alreadyexisting antagonisms,and partly - and more especially- in the formation of novel lines
and patterns of conflict. It is with these
factors in mind that we speakof the polar
regions as 'new fields of tension in international politics'. This aspect of the developmentevidently carrieswith it a need
for conflict-preventivemeasures.At the
sametime, however,we should recognize
that the developmentwith which we are
faced in the polar regions has other
aspects besides that associated with
conflict: it also entails, inter alia, arr
increased cooperation-potential,which
stems especially from the new needs

createdby new activity in new regions.
There are the needs for information,
efficient division of labor, optimal exploitation of resources,etc.; needswhich
are accentuatedby the technologicaland
cost-financial problems that arise from
the new activity in the polar regions,and
that are reflectedin the great inequalities
of capability between the states concerned. Added together, these factors
contribute towards creatinga more favorable climate for different - and in part
novel - forms of international cooperation.
It is againstthis background that it is
of interest to discussthe possibilitiesfor
international cooperation on conflictpreventivemeasuresin the polar regions.
My point of departure will be the view
that 'cooperation' and 'conflict' are
inverse magnitudes,'i.e. the more cooperation, the less conflict, and vice versa.
This entails that international cooperation as such - independently of the
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object of cooperation* must be included
Although cooperation in its widest
amongpositively conflict-preventivemea- perspectivemay be conflict-preventive,I
sures.My discussioncannot thereforebe here limit the discussionand take a look
confined exclusivelyto measuresof co- at a few subject-areas
whereinternational
operationwhere the specificallyconflict- cooperation in the polar regions is of
preventive element is explicitly empha- particularinterest.
sized as the primary objective.
Such subject-areasare:
The claim that international cooperation as such- independentlyof subject- 1. Scientific research/exploration.
2. Economic exploitation.
matter or of the object of cooperationis conflict-preventive,is debatable.Con- 3. Regulatory measuresof a practical/
operative nature.
sider the following factors:
4.
Regulation
of sovereignty-and juris- Internationalcooperationshowssomediction-status.
thing of the willingnessof parties to
settle their accountsbv means other Security-politics might be listed as a
than through conflict, and is therefore fifth subject-area.The examplesto be
an index of the positive attitudes of discussed,however, are of a character
parties with regard to preventing con- that makes it natural to deal with this
flict. The fact that several parties topic in the context of 'Regulation of
initiate cooperationis in itself a factor sovereignty-and jurisdiction-status'(secinspiring mutual trust, and (real) co- tion VI).
operation may have a self-generating In the sequelI shall considerexamples
effect.
from
these subject-areas,and, in this
- When cooperationhas been initiated, connection, evaluate the forms of coand institutions for this purpose have operation that stand out (suggestthembeenset up, theseinstitutionsmay also selves)as being the most appropriate. It
be employedfor other purposes(com- will be natural here, inter alia, to build
munication,discussion,etc.) with con- on the conceptionsthat were presented
structively conflict-preventive conse- in the collection of articles eniitled The
quences.
Challenge ol New Territories (Universi- Cooperation in one area of interest tetsforlaget,Oslo L974) from the Fridtmay 'infect' other areas, i.e. what in jof Nansen Foundation at Polhøeda.1
functionalisttheory is called the 'spill- Besides,I shallto someextentstartfiom,
over' effect. So, for instance,coopera- and further develop, my own discussion
tion of a 'technical'nature over (in a of security-politicalcooperation-models,
security-political sense) neutral and from the article 'International Cooperanon-controversialsubject-matters,
may tion in the Polar Regions: A Securitvpave the way for other measuresof Political Perspective'.2"
The objective åf
cooperationof a more directly conflict- the presentpaperis to give a comparative
preventive character.
discussionof the Svalbard (Spitsbergen)
- Cooperationin severalareasof interest and Antarctic Treatiesas modelsfor the
may make it possible to modify an- regulation of new territories, as well as
tagonisms and to prevent the spread to give an analysisof the aptnessof the
of possible conflicts from the areas models to adapt to changing circumwhere there are real conflicts of interest stances,and to cover the need for meato other areaswhere an objective basis suresof regulationand control in regions
for conflict is absent.In other words, where many parties are involved in the
cooperationmay preventconflictsfrom development.
becomingcumulative.
In this context the dichotomv 'co-
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operation-conflict' stands in a focal
point. It may therefore be convenientto
operate with a relatively far-reaching
concept of cooperation,and to regard
e.g. international negotiationsof a conflict-reducing or -preventive nature as
positive measuresof cooperation.3

reasons. Such considerationsare indicated in the Antarctic Treaty, where we
find this formulation of one of the objectives of scientific cooperation: '. . . to
permit maximum economyand efficiency
of operations' (art. III). There is obviously an interchangebetweenthe nature
of the subject-areaand the special charII. THE MODEL-BACKGRO{-IND
acter of the polar regions, something
In the above-mentionedarticle, 'Inter- which may influence in a favorable dinational Cooperation in the Polar Re- rection the preconditionsof and possigions: A Security-PoliticalPerspective', bilities for internationalcooperation.s
By 'international cooperation', one
an analysiswas carried out of the significance of both the Svalbard Treaty and presumably thinks primarily of cooperathe Antarctic Treaty as security-political tion between states, i.e. cooperation
cooperation-'models'.
In this analysisthe between what we call national agents.
two treaties were tentatively regarded as What characterizescooperation on the
two variantsof one and the same'master- level of scientific research, is the large
model', which was provisionallylabelled presenceof subnationalagenls (such as
the 'new-territories' model for interna- private research institutes, individual
tional cooperationin the field of security- scientists, etc.) and of international
agents(such as international associations
politics.a
Also in the following will the casesof of scientific organizations). This also
Svalbardand the Antarctic have a central chancterizes the forms of cooperation,
placeas examplesof cooperation-models. as regardsthe degreeof formalization,as
In the context of subject-matter,how- well as the degree of, politicization. So,
ever, the discussionof models will as- for instance, one is concerned in this
sume a broader perspectiveand not be connectionwith measuresof cooperation
confined to that which has an immediate which cover the entire spectre from the
security-political relevance, as was the purely private level to the highest political levels.
casein the above-mentionedarticle.
ilI. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH/
EXPLORATION
The subject-areawhich has been most
extensively made the object of international cooperation in the polar regions
is 'scientific research./exploration'. ft
would seem natural to assumethat this
fact reflects the nature of the subiectarea and the special (geographic and
climatic) character of the polar regions.
In the first place, the subject*area is
relatively non-controversial.In the second place, the researchprojects in the
polar regions are so comprehensive,and
the practical scientific work so expensive
and difficult, that international cooperation would seem convenientfor these

1. The Arctic
The international scientific cooperation
that has taken place in the Arctic, has
not so far been made the subjectof any
comprehensivetreaty regulation or to
any notable extent been incorporated
into permanentorganizationalforms. So,
for instance,the Svalbard Treaty is not
directly concernedwith factors bearing
on organizedinternational cooperationas
regards the scientific exploration of this
region. That is, we cannot speakof any
'Svalbard-model'for internationalscientific cooperation. Such cooperation has
nonethelesstaken place to some extent,
but this is due to factors other than the
SvalbardTreaty, though one should not
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entirely disregard the favorable condi- fields and forms of cooperationwhich
tions createdfor such cooperationby the have come up in recent years, I make
Treaty (I am thinking here of the prin- especialnote of the - rather limited ciples of equal treatment and of right of telemetrics-cooperationwhich, in the
accessand presence,laid down by the period 1965-L974, took place on Svalbard within the framework of the ESROTreaty).
The cooperation-partneron
Before Norway's annexationof Sval- agreement.T
Norwegian
the
side in this casewas Norbard, the archipelagohad long been an
ges
Teknisk-naturvidenskapelige
forsk'open country' for scientific explorations
(Norwegian
ningsråd
Technical-Natuby'a number of nations.The Swedes,in
particular, had made significant contri- ral-Scientific Research Council; abbr.
butions to its exploration during the NTNF), which in turn cooperated on
secondhalf of the 1-9thcentury.In L928, administrative matters with the Norwethe Norwegian Government established gian Polar Institute. With regard to
Norges Svalbard- og IshavsundersØkel- scientific cooperation concerning Svalser (Norway's Svalbard and Polar Sea bard, it may be noted that, by virtue of
Researches;abbr. NSIU), an organiza- the fact that Svalbardis definedby intertion inauguratedfor purposes,inter alia, national law as Norwegrln territory and
of leading exploration of the archipelago. is thus no longer a 'new territory', it is:
Although NSIU had clear national ob- (a) natural that coordination is carried
jectives, this was also to mark the begin- out through the national agency - the
ning of institutionalized international Norwegian Polar Institute; (b) natural
scientific cooperationon Svalbard. The that cooperationtakes place bilaterally;
Norwegian Government initiated such a and (c) neither convenientnor necessary
policy through a memorandum which to establishany internationalagencyfor
was sent to interested foreign Powers such cooperation.
Elsewhere in the Arctic we find exshortly after the establishmentof NSIU.6
The memorandumincluded proposalsfor amples primarily of bilateral cooperation
certain measures of coordination of in scientificresearch.By and large, such
research on Svalbard. as well as offers projectshave been of a clearly delimited
of various services which NSIU mieht scope (in time and space as well as in
contribute in this context. After WoitA respect of subject-area),and have only
War II, NSIU was reorganized by the to a small extent founci expressionin
new NorwegianPolar Institute, which has permanent organizational forms of conow taken over the functions of NSIU. operation.
In L970 an initiative taken by the
International cooperation as regards exAmerican National ScienceFoundation
place
ploration of Svalbard
taken
has
'a
primarily on
bilateral basis between led towards a broadly conceivedmultithe Norwegian Polar Institute and cor- lateral research-cooperationin the Arcresponding (more or less governmental tic. The project, which was termed
and more or less independent)institu- AIDJEX ('Arctic Ice Dynamic Joint Extions in other countries. Such coopera- periment'),8 aimed at a comprehensive
tion has had the character,inter alia, of. thermo-dynamic survey of the Polar
registration of expeditions (to avoid a Basin, in respect of sea, air, and iceduplication of efforts, etc.), as well as masses.The project was designed to
a certain exchangeof personnel and in- include, inter alia, the U.S., Canada,
formation, and has not been organized Iapan, the USSR, and Norway, and to
in accordancewith any permanent, for- span a period of four years. The
malized pattern. As an example of new AlDIEx-cooperation, however, became
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confinedto a largely trilateral AmericanCanadian-Japaneseaffair, and Norwegian participation did not materialize.
On the other hand, Norway has involved herself (through the Norwegian
Polar Institute) in a correspondingand
even more broadly conceived project,
POLEKS ('Polyarny Eksperiment'),
which has been planned by the Soviets,
and. is being carried out over a seven
years' period in cooperation with the
other circumpolar states.e
2. The Antarctic
In no other place in the world do we find
such comprehensiveand extensiveinternational cooperation over scientific research/exploration as in the Antarctic.
The chief objective of the Antarctic
Treaty was in fact to secure continued
and unobstructed scientific exploration
of the Antarctic and international cooperationfor this purpose.In the preamble to the Treaty this objective is expressed as follows:1O
[Namesof the contractingparties]. . .
convincedthat the establishmentof a
firm foundation for the continuation
and developmentof such co-operation
on the basis of freedom of scientific
investigation in the Antarctic as applied during the International Geophysical Year accords with the interests of scienceand the progressof all
mankind.... [etc.]
The Treaty, as we see,lays down as a
principle the practice which was followed
in the International Geophysical Year
(IGY). The experiencesdrawn from the
IGY-experimentwere decisivefor bringing about the Antarctic Treaty and gave
the guidelines for the contents of the
Treaty. We shall take a closer look at the
dominant features of this research-cooperation, 'as applied during the International GeophysicalYear'.
IGY was a world-widearrangementfor
the gatheringof scientificdata. It lasted
from 1 July 1957 to 31,December1958,

l1L

and rvas sponsoredby the International
Council of ScientificUnions (ICSU), with
the financial support of the governments
of the individual countries.Data from the
Antarctic were to have a central place in
the program, something which dictated
that a number of states(I2 in all) participated in researchon the South Polecontinent. To avoid political complications. and to allow scientistsfull freedom
in this region, it was decidedat a congress held by ICSU in L955 that none
of the activities carried out in connection
with IGY should influence sovereigntyrelations in the Antarctic.ll Although
this 'resolution'could not be regardedas
binding on the respectivegovernments,
this 'gentlemen'sagreement'still cameto
be an importantfoundationfor the actual
research-cooperation
which came about
during IGY. This cooperation did not
consist in joint international projects
properly speaking,but took the form,
chiefly, of an extensive coordination of
the projects of the individual nations
which jointly constituted the total researcVexploration activity. This coordination consistedin, tnter aliø, a distribution of research-tasks
and a centralized
exchangeof information; furthermore, a
considerable exchangeof scientific personnel took place. It soon becameclear
that if full use were to be made of the
investmentsin basesand materiel which
the variousnationshad madein the Antarctic, scientific cooperation extending
beyond the brief IGY-period would be
required; even before the end of '1.957,
ICSU appointeda special committeeto
considercontinuedactivity beyond IGY.
This committee, which has since then
presided over the coordination of the
scientific endeavorsof the various countries in the Antarctic, was termed SCAR
(Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research),and was composedof scientists
from the 12 countriesinvolved. SCAR's
function received political sanction
through the conclusionof the Antarctic
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Treaty, which expresslyprescribesconthe measureswhich are treated at the
tinued cooperationin scientific research
consultativemeetings- is chiefly con(art. III, cf. also the preamble). The
cerned with questionsconnectedwith
Treaty also facilitated the functioningof
the sctentiftc cooperation.
the continued research-cooperatian,
inter - While SCAR, like other non-governalia, by guaranteeingfull freedom of acmental organizations (the so-called
cess and presence,but particularly by
INGO's), has a permanent organizaelevating to z political program the
tional form, the 'Treaty Organuation'
following principles from the IGY-cois not an 'organization' in the. tradioperation:
tional sensein so far as is lacks a secretariat of its own (i.e. a permanent
(a) Exchangeof scientificobservations
organ for the preparation and execuand results (art. III).
tion of cases).
(b) The obligation to give information - Because activities
in the Antarctic
with regard to bases, expeditions,and
have chieflybeenof a scientificnature,
activities (art. VII).
and because the international envi(") Exchange of scientific personnel
ronment of persons concerned with
(art. III).
Antarctic questionsis so small, a significant overlap of personnel has
Since the Antarctic Treaty took effect
emerged between the 'Treaty Organiin L961, the comprehensivemodel of
zation' (the consultativemeetings)and
cooperation(the'Antarctic-model') with
SCAR.13
This has created a situation
which I am concerned here has been
where
Antarctic
cooperation in the
characterizedby a unique form of interwider senseis based,to a great extent,
change between the political and the
on personal and, in part, informal
scientific aspectsof cooperation. In seccontacts, and so may throw light on
tion VI, we shall deal in particular with
the
special relationship between the
'political cooperation',which chiefly conscientific
and political aspectsof Antsists in the so-called consultative meetarctic cooperation.
ings. While Treaty-regulatedpolitical coThe
Antarctic-model, with its complioperation takes place at the level of
cated
structure,
including, inter alia, a
states, the similarly Treaty-regulated
mixed
scientific
and governmentalcoscientific cooperation is directed by
SCAR, which is subordinatedto the non- operation, is obviously adjusted to the
governmental organization ICSU, and special conditions in the Antarctic. All
has thereby a formally speaking'private' the same, we can hardly avoid raising
character. The relation between the two the questionof the broader applicability
fields of cooperation has been described of the model to other regions, such as
as a form of international cooperation e.g. the Arctic. In this context we may
where a non-governmentalorganization note an offensive towards bringing the
(SCAR) almost functions as an executive Arctic research carried out by various
branch for an inter-governmental'orga- countries into more permanent organinization' (i.e. the Antarctic Treaty and zational forms, and towards giving such
its systemof consultations).12
This-dual- cooperationa stronger political founda*
istic form of cooperation may be ex- tion, which was made in connectionwith
plained on the background of several SCAR's meetingin Oslo in August 1970.
It was decidedthen to requestICSU to
particular circumstances,such as:
establishan Arctic sister-organization
of
- The political cooperationin which the SCAR, a so-calledSCAB, i.e. 'scientific
'Treaty Organization'is engaged- i.e. Committee for the Arctic Basin'.1aThe
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plan for SCAB later seemsto have pe- In the introduction to this paper I mentered out. One reasonfor this could have tioned the possibilities of a so-called
been the fact that this part of the An- 'spill-over' effect,i.e. that cooperationin
tarctic-modelis simply not suited for a one subject-arcamight'infect' other areas
transfer to Arctic conditions, something and possiblyalso pave the way for more
which would have its obvious reason in directly conflict-preventivemeasures.My
the fact that Arctic and Antarctic condi- concretematerial gives at least one contions differ in essentialrespects.In the spicuous example of 'spill-over' effect
first place, there is the purely security- with positively conflict-preventive conpolitical difference:while the Antarctic sequences.I am here referring to IGY,
is a region of relativelylow sensitivityin which was originally a purely scientific
security-politicalrespects,the Arctic is a cooperation-project,
but which pavedthe
security-political tension-field of the first way for the Antarctic Treaty and everyrank, inter alia, becauseof its position thing which the latter entailed of a
betweenthe SuperPowers.In the second broader political (and security-political)
place, there is the difference regarding cooperation. The specifically conflictsovereignty-status:contrary to what is preventiveaspectsof the Antarctic Treaty
the case in the Antarctic, all lands and. will be dealt with individually in a later
islands in the Arctic are subjected to section; at this point I shall assumethe
uncontested national sovereignty (for positively conflict-preventivevalue of the
which reasonthey cannot be considered Treaty and confine myself to pointing
'new territories'). To the extent that a out the clear causal relationship between
possible SCAB-cooperation should in- IGY and the Treaty. Also, the scientific
clude national territories,the established cooperationwhich has later taken place
sovereignty-relations would pose an witliin the framework of SCAR - after
obstacle to such cooperation. Security- the conclusion of the Antarctic Treaty political qualms with regard to such may be regardedin a conflict-preventive,
cooperation would (though to a varying perspective.In the first place, the further
degree) make themselvesfelt whether developmentof the scientificcooperation
the cooperationconcernedonly the Arc- in SCAR is an exampleof preciselythe
tic Ocean or if it were to include national fact that cooperationitself may have a
territories as well.
'self-generating'effect. In the second
Another reason why SCAB has not place,SCAR, as an organof cooperation,
materialized might be that the time is has also becomean organ of contactand
not yet ripe for such a radical innova- discussionin a broader context than the
tion. It is not inconceivablethat the idea purely scientific one, and has thereby
as such could and should be taken up served to modify and delimit the latent
for re-evaluatibn,e.g. in connectionwith conflicts which, after all, have all the
an Arctic zone-division(treaty-regulated) time been present in the relationship
as has been proposed by Finn Sol1ie.15 between the parties in the Antarctic. In
In such a contextone might conceivethe view of thesefactors,therefore,it seems
possibility of an international authority valid to conclude that international cofor the coordinationof research/explora- operation on scientific research/exploration in a specifiedArctic zofle, e.g. the tion in the polar regionshas actuallyhad
a positivelyconflict-preventiveeffect.
central Arctic Ocean.
Can it be shown, then, that cooperation with regard to scientific research/ IV. ECONOMIC EXPLOITATION
explorationin the polar regionshas had With regard to internationalcooperation
actual confltct-preventive consequencesTin and over the economicexploitationof
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Neither doesit seemto give a satisfactory
basis for the deduction of 'models' for
international cooperation in this field.
This does not mean, however, that the
regional regulation-arrangements(see
sectionVI) which have been established
for Svalbard and the Antarctic, respectively, do not also show certain aspects
of interest for the problem-arearelated
to international cooperation in the eco(a) Ioint internationalproiects for the nomic exploitation of the polar regions.
exploitation of certain resourcesin given A central elementin the SvalbardTreaty
regions.
concernsprecisely the regulation of eco(b) International cooperation with re- nomic activities in the region, but the
gard to the coordination of activities of Treaty does not thereby offer any model
national and subnational agents in the for internationalcooperationon the ecocontext of the exploitation of certain nomic level: it does not entail any form
resourcesin given regions.
of joint effort, nor any organized co(c) International technological coopera- ordination of the activities of the respection, both in regardto the exploitationof tive national and subnationalagents.The
resources and in connection with the Svalbard Treaty may none the less be
problems of transportation and commu- regarded as an expression of. a political
nication related to such exploitation.
spirit of cooperation with regard to
In addition there is still another cate- solving the problems connectedwith the
gory which, to be sure, extendsbeyond economic exploitation of the region conthe special framework of economic ex- cerned. With specific regard to its ecoploitation, but which should nonetheless nomic aspects, the Svalbard Treaty is
primarily an internationalization-model
be borne in mind:
which expresses the principle of the
(d) International cooperation on the 'Open Door', i.e. free accessto economic
political level, in so far as this can create activity without regard to nationality, the
a formal and practical basis for later activity being subjected to the admini
cooperation in economic exploitation. strative and, to some extent, regulatory
Such a categoryof cooperation,however, authority of one nation (Norway), which
is more closely related to the topics is obliged, however, to implement comwhich will be discussedin sectionVI.
pletely equal treatment.
The Antarctic Treaty offers no direct
It should,be emphasizedthat the subject-area'eionomicexploitation'has only 'model' for internationalcooperationon
to a relatively small extent been made economic exploitation. On the other
the subject of actual international co- hand, the Treaty does not preclude such
operation in the polar regions. To the cooperation, and can in itself serve as a
extent that elementsof cooperation have framework for a possibledevelopmentof
been found, this has been mostly on the forms of cooperation in this field. Of
bilateral level and has been concerned paramount importance in this context is
with tasks within very limited subject- the rule of consultation(Antarctic Treaty,
areas. The empirical material testifying art. IX), which specifies the procedure
to such cooperation hardly constitutesa for cooperation under the Antarctic
decent collection of examplesto illus- Treaty, in addition to expresslymentionwhere consultatrate the categories outlined above. ing severalsubject-areas

given regions,one may conceiveof innumerable forms of cooperation which
partly overlap, partly supplement, and
complementeach other. If we disregard
the transnational forms of cooperation
which one may meet on the subnational
level, we are left with certainmajor categoriesof forms of internationalcooperation in the area concerned:
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tion should take place. Cooperation in tern^ationalcooperationhas the greatest
economic exploitation is not explicitly conflict-preventive eff"ect.Iz
mentioned here, but the list of sub;ectareasis not restrictive,and seemsto give V. REGULATORY MEASURES
OF A
the parties sufficient sanctionto addiess PRACTICAL/OPERATIVE KIND
themselvesto this problem-area also, In the Arctic
we find a number of exshould they so desire.The point here is amples
of international cooperationthat even although the Antarctic Treaty measures
(unlike the Svalbard Treaty) does not heading. which come under this eeneral
Such cooperationhas båen of
of{er any 'solution' to pro6iems which a bilateral
as well as a multilateral
may arise in connection with possible nature; primarily,
however, what is in_
economicexploitation,it still offers (still volved
is
bilateral,
subject*related
ad hoc
unlike the Svalbard Treaty) an .appa- cooperation.
The
topics
which
have
so
ratus' which makes it possibleto tackle far been
madethe subjectof suchregulasuch problems through internationalco- tory cooperation
are situated chieflv in
operation.l6
the intersection between conservaiion/
As we can see, instancesof interna_ preservationand the control of resourcetional cooperationin the economic ex- exploitation. As an example of multilatploitation of the polar regions are very eral cooperation,I might mention
that of
few and not very suitable ås a basisfroÅ the Arctic states over the coordination
which to conclude anything about the of national measuresfor the preservation
possibleconflict-preventivecbnsequences of the polar bear population.This
evenof cooperationon this level. Neither do tually led to the signing in Oslo on 15
practicaUpolitical factors seem to indi- November1973of the five-nationAgreecate that we are faced with anv radical ment on the Conservationof the polar
developmentswith regard to this type of Bear. Other examplesare tire Internainternationalcooperation.We shall,how- tional Convention
for the Northwest
ever, add a reservationconcerningespe- Atlantic Fisheries(ICNAF) of 1949 and
cially the possibilities for technilogical the North-East Atlantic Fisheries Concooperationin connectionwith economic vention (NEAFC) of 1959. In this conexploitation. In this field the tasks are so nection we should also note the coenormous that the capability of individ- operationon weatherreport and weather
ual nations will not always be sufficient: forecast services which is coordinated
a fact which naturally suggestsinterna- through the WMO (the World Meteorotional cooperation. Morebver, because logical Organization) and includes conof_,inter alia, considerationfor the safety cretely,inter alia, the 'tapping' of obserof personnel
and nature, the need wiil vational data from the (American)
'technological
arise for
cooperation weather satellites which traverse the
towards developingsafe methodsfor the polar regions. In this field a certain
exploitative activity. In the long run such bilateral American-Soviet cooperation
technological cooperation may possibly
lakes place as well. A typical instanceof
be a gatewayto more direct expioitativL bilateral
cooperation is, moreover, the
cooperation.With regard to the desir- Norwegian-Soviet Sealing Commission
ability of such a development,it should (establishedin accordancEwith a 1957
be mentioned that it ii precisely eco- agreement),which has been in function
nomic exploitation that is usually con- since -1965,working out measuresfor
sidered- on the basis of experiences regulating the catch and conserving
from other geographical environs - as stocks of sealsin the north-easternpart
being one of the subiect-areas
where in- of the Atlantic Ocean (the BarentsSea).
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The Danish-NorwegianAgreementCon- and recommending to their governcerning the East Greenland Fishery of ments. . . measuresregarding',inter alia,
1967 may also be regarded from the 'use of the Antarctic for peaceful purposes only' and 'preservationand conperspectiveof cooperation.
It is, however, true of much of the servation of living resourcesin the Antbilateral cooperation which has taken atctic', etc. The recommendation-system,
place in the Arctic that it has not been which in practice means quite an exadaptedto any formalized organizational tensive coordination of the various naframework, but has simply arisen locally tional measurestaken. has in fact been
on an informal basisbecauseof practical actively employed and has resulted in
needs. (This is the case with regard to quite a compreherrsive framework of
wherethe
relations between the Norwegian and rules.Among the subject-areas
Soviet local populations on Svalbard, various national measures with regard
and also with regard to activity which to the Antarctic have been coordinated
may
has been conducted by both Americans through the recommendation-system
telecombe
mentioned
of
regulation
the
and Canadiansin the North American
munications,the conservationof histori'
Arctic.)
The principles of the Svalbard Treaty cal landmarks, and the preservation of
for the regulation of economic activity fauna and flora.18One field which has
have beenrelativelysuperficiallytouched so far been excludedfrom the Antarctic
upon in the preceding, and it may be in cooperation, but which the parties now
order to consider this regulation as a apparently have to address themselves
'model' for the types of regulatory co- to, is the coordination of the various
operation with which we are concerned national attitudes and of concrete meahere. The Svalbard Treaty guarantees suresin connectionwith a possiblereguall the Treaty parties and their subjects lation of economic activity in the Antfree and equal accessto conduct eco- arctic. The question of the consequences
nomic activity in the region (art. 3); for of the exploitation of resources in the
the rest the regulation of this activity is Antarctic was informally discussedat the
a unilateral Norwegian concern, which consultativemeeting in Tokyo in L970.
is not meant to be the subject of any in- At the consultativemeetingin Wellington
ternational cooperation. The Svalbard in 1972 a recommendationwas adoptedle
Treaty, however, was quite a unique to the effect that the questionof resources
'package-solution',where the regulation in the Antarctic should be thoroughly
of economic activity must be viewed in studied and then taken up for discussion
the context of the more comprehensive at the next consultative meeting, which
Treaty regulation of the political (includ- subsequentlytook place in Oslo in June
ing international-legal and security-poli- 1975. (We may here find an interesting
tical) status. These factors will be dis- example of the above-mentioned'spillover' effect.) In this field it may prove
cussedmore thoroughly in section VI.
The Antarctic Treaty is to a great fruitful with regard to the Antarctic to
extent adaptedwith an eye to the devel- arrive at an arrangementemploying ceropment of cooperation over practical/ tain of the principles of the Svalbard
operative regulatory measures.The key Treaty for the regulation of economic
to this topic is found in Treaty art. IX, activity (e.g.the combination:free access,
i.e. in the stipulationson the consultation- equal treatment,national administration).
system and the recommendation-system. Although the Antarctic Treaty does
Article IX gives the parties a positive not formally prescribe any limits as
mandate for 'consulting together on . . . regards what cases may be discussed,
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practical/political considerationsdecide
to what extent parties find it possible to
cooperate in the coordination of their
respectivemeasuresof regulation. Such
cooperation,however,has to someextent
also taken place outside the framework
of the formal apparatusof the Antarctic
Treaty. An example is the international
whaling convention of L946,2owhich
st"emmedfrom the time before the Antarctic Treaty came about and has since
functioned independently of the latter.
Although a boundary-case,the international sealconventionfor the Antarctic concludedin L972 - may also be mentioned. This convention was prepared
through the apparatus of the Antarctic
Treaty and ratified by the Treaty parties,
but in such a way that it opensup access
to participation by nations other than
the Treaty parties. Both the whaling convention and the seal conventionprescribe
hunting quotas and hunting methods.
Existing cooperationin the polar regions with regard to regulatory measures
of a practicaVoperativekind is characterized by a certain limitation in terms of
subject-areas,in so far as the measures
have been primarily of the type conservation/control/preservation of living resources.Although conservationand the
control of resourcesare and will remain
pertinent topics, there is reasonto predict
that future cooperation on coordination
in the polar regionswill, to an increasing
degree, have to also include regulatory
measuresof , an 'operative' kind, more
properly speaking, connected with the
increasing economic activity in these
regions (and perhapsprimarily the activity connected with transportation and
communication).The need for such cooperation will become acute, especially
in the Arctic. In the somewhatlonger
run correspondingneedsfor cooperation
will make themselvesfelt in the Antarctic, even if not to the same degreeas in
the Arctic. The contrast between the
Arctic and the Antarctic is of a dual
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nature: while the needsfor cooperation
are greaterin the Arctic, the corresponding potentialities for cooperation are
equally clearly greater in the Antarctic through the consultative 'apparatus' of
the Antarctic Treaty, the equivalent of
which is lacking in the Arctic.
Can it be shown that international cooperation on regulatory measures of a
practical/operative kind in the polar
regions has had real conflict-preventive
effects?It is possiblethat the concrete,
individual cases, in the regulation of
which the parties have been able to cooperate, have not, by and large, been
among the most controversialones. We
must still assume,however, that, to the
extent that the cases which have been
regulated in this way have contained a
latent conflict-potential, the measures
have also servedto preventconflict. This
seemsfor instanceto have been the case
with regard to the regulationof economic
activity under the Svalbard Treaty. With
regard to the regulation-cooperation
which takes place within the framework
of the Antarctic Treaty, it is obvious that
this cooperation has had effects of the
kind initially sketchedin this paper, i.e.
the effect of creating mutual trust, the
self-generating effect, the 'spill-over'
effect, as well as the modification and
delimitation of conflicts. Overall, there
seemsto be reason to conclude that international cooperationin the field which
we have called 'regulatory measuresof
kind' has had, and
a practicaVoperative
may continue to have, a certain conflictpreventiveeffect.

VI. REGULATION OF SOVEREIGNTY. AND JURISDICTION-STATUS
The SvalbardTreaty of 9 February L920
had severalobjectives,the chief of which
may be summarizedas follows: to regulate the political and legal status of the
archipelago,in order thereby to regulate
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the economic activity taking place
there.2rI shall recapitulateseveralfactors
which may illuminate those aspects of
the Treaty which pertain to international
cooperationon the regulation of sovereignty- and jurisdiction-status.
Before the
Svalbard Treaty came into being, the
archipelagowas considereda 'no-man's
land' (terra nullius). With the increasing
multinationalactivity (i.e. primarily coalmining) which took place on Svalbard
after the turn of the century, the anarchic
conditions grew ever more untenable,
and the need for a normalization of the
conditionsgrew ever more apparent.The
point of departurefor the discussionson
the Svalbard question at the Versailles
Conferencein the fall of 1"919was the
fact that Norway now wanted to gain
sovereignty over the archipelago and
eyed an opportunity to achieve this in
connection with the Peace Conference
following World War I. This Norwegian
viewpoint was confirmedby the international convention
i.e. the Svalbard
Treaty - which was the result of these
discussions.While Norway was granted
full and absolute sovereignty,the exercise of sovereignty,however, depended
on certain rather strict conditions. The
salient principles of the Treaty are the
demilitarization and neutralization of the
region, and, moreover, free accessfor
and equal treatmentof the Treaty parties
and their subjects with regard to the
conduct of certain forms of economic
activity on Svalbard.The 'Svalbard-model' for the regulationof sovereignty-and
jurisdiction-statusshows a number of
interesting features, of which three, in
particular, will be emphasizedas essential:
not
(L) Sovereignty-status
is established
of
an
individual
actions
by the unilateral
state,nor by bilateralconventionbetween
two states,but as the result of cooperation and agreementamong a number of
states. Multilateral cooperation of this
kind is not, however,basedon any prin-

ciple of universality, but involves an
exclusivegroup of stateswhich, by virtue
of their particular regional interestsand/
or positionsof power, assumethe authority and responsibility for regulating
in the
sovereignty-and jurisdiction-status
region concerned.
(2) Sovereignty-statusis establishedin
accordancewith the principle of national,
territorial sovereignty.This principle entails that the concept of sovereigntyis
regardedas indivisible and as tied to the
nation-state. The Svalbard-modelthus
involvesthat one state- viz. it this concrete instance,Norway - is accordedthe
'full and absolutesovereignty'22
over the
region.
(3) National sovereignty('the full and
absolute sovereignty') is made conditional upon certainsignificantrestrictions
on the exerciseof sovereigntyand upon
positiveobligationsimposedon the state
to which it is accorded (i.e. Norway).
These restrictions and obligations are
partly of a security-politicalcharacter,
and partly intended to benefit the interestsof other nationsand of their citizens
in this region.
The content of the Antarctic Treaty,
its background, and the particular circumstancessurrounding its conclusion
have been more thoroughly dealt with
F{ere I shall look at the
elsewhere.23
conditions which, in particular, may
illuminate the aspectsof the Treaty that
pertain to international cooperation on
the regulationof sovereignty-and jurisdiction-status.
During the first half of the 20th century seven states,all told, put forward
numerous, partly conflicting, claims to
sovereigntyover regionsin the Antarctic.
At no point did the claimsto sovereignty
receivegeneralinternationalrecognition,
and so the needarosefor a normalization
of conditions.The first serious attempt
to find an international solution was an
American initiative in 1948 which pro-
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posed the establishmentof a condominium over the continent with participation
by the seven claimants plus the U.S.
itself. With this end in view the Americanswishedto initiate a number of bilateral negotiations to prepare the ground
for a possible conferencewhich would
decidethe future statusof the Antarctic.2a
These efforts were to no avail.
A secondAmerican initiative ten years
later gave rise to the internationalnegotiations which resulted in the Antarctic
Treaty. The factor which proved decisive
in concluding the Antarctic Treaty, however, was those needs and potentialities
for cooperationrevealedby the experiences of the International Geophysical
Year (IGY 1957-58) (cf. section III
where IGY is discussed more extensively).With regardto the Antarctic, IGY
signified an experimentwith a novel type
of internationalcooperation:an extensive
internationalscientificcooperation,based
on the full freedom of accessand presence. This cooperationincluded all nations which had active interests in the
Antarctic continent, and was made possible through the tacit understandingthat
the positions of the parties concerned
would not be affected with regard to
claims to sovereigntyor prerogatives.
The chief objective of the Antarctic
Trcaty was to secure continued and
unobstructedscientific exploration of the
Antarctic and international cooperation
for this purpose.
The Antarctic Treaty was signed in
Washington on l" December L959, and
took effect on 23 June l-961.Among the
subject-areascoveredby the Treaty, it is
natural that affairs concerning international scientific cooperation should occupy a focal position. In addition, the
Treaty prescribesdemilitarization of the
whole continent, atomic-test ban, etc.
The Treaty in somemeasurealso clarifies
and regulatesproblems which arise with
regard to the jurisdiction-status of this
continent (or, more precisely,the region
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defined as all land, islands, and solid
ice southof 600 S.Lat.).
From our perspective, the Antarctic
Treaty may be regardedas an expression
of the cooperationof L2 countries towards clarifying the problems qf sovereignty and jurisdiction which had arisen
in the regionconcerned.These12, which
in 1-958-59took part in the negotiations
leadingto the .A.ntarcticTreaty, included
all the countries that had manifested a
particular activity in and interest for the
Antarctic (including the seven laying
claims to sovereignty),and were, moreover, identical with the group of states
which, in 1957-58, participated in the
cornprehensive scientific cooperation
which took place in the Antarctic during
the International Geophysical Year

(rcY).

The 'Antarctic-model' for the regulation of jurisdictional questions shows
certain featureswhich must be regarded
as essentialfor this model, and which
will thereforebe emphasizedas particularly interesting:
(1) Cooperation in the Antarcticmodel is not based on any principle of
universality, but concerns an exclusive
group of stateswhich, by virtue of their
particular regional interestsand/or positions of power, assumethe authority and
responsibilityfor regulatingthe problems
concerned in the given region. (The
Treaty, to be sure, is open to accession
by all states which are members of the
U.N. Acceding stateswill not, however,
be able to participate in the consultative
meetings on an equal footing with the
original signatories, unless the former
have demonstratedtheir interestby conducting active operations in the Antarctic).zs
(2) The most prominent feature of this
solution-modelis its characterof being a
'non-solution'.26By this apparently dialectical paradox is meant the following:
no final clarification was made of the
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sovereignty-status,
but the sovereignty- preservation of an
albeit limited
conflicts were temporarily buried through concept of national sovereignty.
a 'fteeze', as it were, on the status quo,
What can a comparisonof the two cothrough a formulation which entailed operation-models
tell us about the forms
that none of the partieswere eithervindi- of cooperation?
cated or forced to retreat from their
As regards participation in cooperapositionsof principle.21In the Antarctic- tion, both modelsare basedon the prinmodel, then, the principle of national ciple of exclusiveness:
the questionsconoccupation is not accorded international cerned are regulated by an exclusive
recognition. The 'freeze' on the national group of stateswhich, by virtue of their
claimsand positionspurported,inter alia, particular regional interestsand/or posito facilitate a further (functional) co- tions of power, assumethe authority and
operation in fields where this was fea- responsibilityfor concludingagreements
sible. As an instrument for the further with wide-rangingconsequences
for the
development of such cooperation, the political status of each of the given reTreaty instituted an arrangementfor con- gions. In neither model, however,is the
sultations between the parties and a exclusiveness
in questionabsolute;it has
systemfor the adoption of recommenda- a valve opening to the world-wide comtions tot measuresof cooperation.28
munity at large. The exclusiveness
con(3) The Antarctic-model entails a cerns only the negotiationson the frampositive limitation of the exercise of ing of the Treaties, while other parties
national sovereignty,as a consequence, are later allowed to accede to them,
inter alia, of the principlesof:
thereby attaining to the rights and obligations which the exclusive group has
- temporary (though without a specified previously stipulated.(In the Antarctic,
time-limit) moratorium on claims to as already noted, the exclusivenessis
national sovereignty,
somewhat stronger, inasmuch as the
- non-military use, and the right of in- states must have demonstrated their
spection,
interest.)
- the obligationswith regardto the funcThe two models,however,also reflect
tional cooperation and the developtwo clearly different forms of cooperament of the latter,
- freedom of movement (for scientific tion. In the caseof Svalbard,international
personnel,etc.) acrossthe boundaries cooperation may be regarded as concluded by and through the signing of the
for the national claims.
Treaty, which givesa final, national soLuTaken jointly, these factors must be tion, with defined limits to the exercise
assumedto work in the direction of a of sovereignty.The regulationof sovergradual de facto internationalization of eignty- and jurisdiction-statusoffered by
the sovereignty-status
of the Antarctic.2e the Antarctic model is, on the contrary,
To some extent, therefore,the Antarctic- a temporary and incompletesolution (or,
model has the character of being an if one likes, a 'non-solution'). On the
internationalization-modelfor the regula- other hand, cooperationin the Antarctic
tion of sovereignty- and jurisdiction- does not end by and through the signing
status.
of the Treaty. On the contrary, the
has
fact
Antarctic-model
The
that the
Treaty-arrangementitself is of such a
the characterof being a de føcto interna- character that it expresslypresupposes
tionalization-model does not preclude, continued cooperation, inter alia, in the
however, that the model leaves room, form of periodical consultationsamong
at the sametime, for an at least implicit the parties.(Theseconsultationsmay also
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concern questions of jurisdiction, and namic potentials
of the Svalbard- and
hence of sovereignty.)- This activity is Antarctic-models,
respectively,cannot be
accommodatedby a special apparatusin gatheredjust from
the moded themselves,
the so-calledconsultativemeeiings.so
The but must also be deducedfrom the pracAntarctic-model may be characterized., ticaVpolitical situation
in which, al any
and perhaps far- one time, one is situated.
lhe1, i_n-a simplified .coopåration-appafetched.fashion, as a
The theme on international cooperaratus without a solution,,while the Sval_
tion..in the
bard-model,for its part, may be termed
.polar,regions on the speci_
Ircauy security-political
level is dealt with
a''solution without a coopeiation_appa_
more extensivelyin my article .Interna_
ratus'. With a view to theJefactors.ii is
tional Cooperationin the polar Regions:
natural to emphasjze the dynamic charac_
A Security-Politicalperspective,,and will
ter of the Antarctic-model, as compared
therefore only be summarily mentioned
to the static or finished character of ttre
here. Both the SvalbardTråaty and the
Svalbard-model.On the other hand I
Antarctic Treaty explicitly regulate the
wish to warn- against over emphasizing
security-political status of the respective
the effects of this difference. The fact
regions, and both may be regaråed as
that we are concerned,in the case of
models for international coopelation on
Svalbard, with a finally settled sover_
the security-political level. Ån account
eignty- and jurisdiction-itatus,does not
was given in the above-mentionedarticle
errtailthat the problem-areasurrounding
of how the Svalbard- and Antarctic_
this status is without current interest.
models might be viewed as two variants
Although the exercise of authoritv on
of one and the same .master-model'.
Svalbardis a unilateral Norwesian affair.
which I tentatively termed the .new-terit also has its internationalasfects,with
ritories' model for international cooperaa need for further clarification.
tion in the field of security-politics.jme
This is true, inter alia, of"the concrete point of departurefor suih-an approach
significanceof:
was the factor that both regions in
question - Svalbard and the Antarctic _
- The limitations and oblieations with were what we understand
by .new terri_
reg.ardto the exercise of sovereignty tories' at those points in
time
which the SvalbardTreaty imposeson security-political treaty-regulation when
of the
Norway.
regionstook place. Therelre, moreover.
- Changesin the political situation and important similaritiesbetweenthe securits conditionsas a consequence
of de_ ity-political aspectsof the two Treaties,
velopmentsinternationallv as well as e.g. with regard to demilitarization and
locally on Svalbard.
neutralization,as well as the possibilities
for observationand control.)
While Norway hasfull sovereigntyover
In this contextwhat I shall focus on in
^
Svalbard
unilaterally,it is not iiconceiv- particular, however, are the actual conable that in the exercise of that sover- flict-preventive consequences
which the
eignty she may find it appropriateto take two models for international
cooperation
mto accountinternationalconsiderations in the relevant fields
regulation
which will not be brought to bear on the sovereignty- and jurisdiction-status of
and
exercise of authority in the rest .of the security*politics- may be
said to have
national territory (cf. e.g. the so-called had. I shall therefore-consider
the most
'arrportcase').
important features of the models. and
In this connectionit should also be take a look especiallyat their
conflictnoted that the possible static and dy- preventiveconsequences:
6 - Co.Co L975:3
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(a) The Svalbard-modelentails a final
Much of
regulationol sovereignty-status.
the conflict-potential accumulatingin the
region prior to 1920 stemmed directly
from Svalbard'sstatusas 'no man'sland'.
Such conflict-potentialwas partly of a
a Svalbard
directly strategic nature
become a
easily
without a master might
pawn in a (strategicallymotivated) political gamble - and partly arose from
matters of an economicnature, concerning the anarchy which had reigned with
regard to rights of ownership and use.
Tlirough the fact that the sovereigntyof
one nation - Norway - was treaty-stipulated and gained general international
recognition, such conflict (to the extent
that it had been due to the earlier status
as 'no man's land') ceasedof its own
accord. On looking at the development
which has taken place on Svalbardsince
1920, it will be seenthat the solution to
the question of sovereigntyhas, by and
large,beenrespected,and there has been
a correspondinglimitation of the abovementioned conflict-potential as a consequence.It seemssafe,therefore,to assert
that the solution to the question of
sovereignty which we find in the Svalbard-model,has had a positivelyconflictpreventiveeffect in this region.
(b) What corresponds,in the Antarctic-model,to the solutionto the question
of sovereigntyfound in the Svalbardmodel, is the temporary (though not
finite) moratorium on national annexations and the 'freeze'on the positionsof
the various farties with regard to claims
to sovereignty.This 'non-solution',which
formally differs clearly from the definitive national solution found in the Svalbard-model,seemsto have a great deal
in common with the Svalbard-modelas
regards its practical conflict-preventive
It is true that in,the Antconsequences.
arctic prior to 1959 there was no conflict-potential directly matching that on
Svalbard prior to 1'920,not even when
particular regard is paid to the conflict-

potential which evidently had its roots
in the insufficiently regulatedsovereigntystatus. In the Antarctic sovereigntyquestion the conflict-potential was tied,
i.e.
in particular,to the 'access-problem',
the desire of the various parties (especially with a view to possibilities for
future development) to secure their
access to the conduct of activities in
greater or lesserparts of the Antarctic,
unobstructed by the claims of other
nations to national dominion. The
'freeze' stipulatedby the Antarctic-model
did not render the access-problem
obsopossible
lete, but postponedindefinitely
disagreementsstemming from this problem-situation. Even although the 'freeze'
could not altogetherremove the conflictpotential stemming from unclarity as to
sovereignty-status,this conflict-potential
has been rather effectively neutralized.
On looking at the developmentthat has
taken place in the Antarctic since 1959,
a clear trend can be seen:the somewhat
tense situation with regard to the questions of sovereigntywhich reigned in the
1950's,has undergonea marked dåtente.
Altogether there is little doubt that the
'treeze' on national claims and positions
which has been achievedwith regard to
the sovereignty-questionin the Antarctic
has had a conflict-preventive effect in
this part of the world.
(c) Both the Svalbard-modeland the
Antarctic-model offer security-political
solutions through their principles of demilitarization, neutralization, and nonmilitary use. In both regions, there are
what one may call security-political
'zone-attangements',with such substantiaily great similarities that, as mentioned
before, they may be regarded as two
variants of one and the same 'mastermodel' for security-politicalcooperationsolutions.It goes almost without saying
that security-political solutions also aim
at preventing conflict. To the extent that
the stipulations of demilitarization have
been observed.we should be warranted
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in concluding,therefore,that the models i.e. a right of presence.(Such
a right of
have also had practical conflict-preven_ presenceis found, for practical
purposes,
uve
The developmenton in the Antarctic as well, as å conse-consequences.
Svalbard
since l9Z0 shows that the quenceof the right of inspection
stipulation on demilitarization has been generalfreedomof movement and the
in connecobserved,and that the security-political tion with scientific activity.)
-respected
status of the region has been
We will assumethat the opportunity
during the entire period, with one ex- for
observation and controt wtricfr tnb
ception, and this has to do with the parties
involved have had on Svalbard,
special situation which arose durine
by virtue of the right of presence,has
World War II when the islands werå
been an important factor with regard to
tempo?rily occupied by Norwegian preserving
the credibility and fun-ctional
forces_.31
Altogether the experienceswar_ effectiveness
of the Svalbard Treatv as a
rant the claim that the securitv_political
security-political solution-model.-This
solution achievedon Svalbardhås funcassumptionis confirmed by the findings
tioned as intended. As regards the Ant_
presentedby Willy Østreng,in his article
arctic, the picture is perfectly clear: the 'Svalbard
and High poliiics,.33In the
stipulation of demilitårizationhas been
caseof Svalbard,one may also detect a
fully respected throughout, and all ex_ 'spill-over'
effect of a bioader reeional
periencesindicate thai the security-polit_
character,in so far as Svalbard'ss"pecial
ical solution achieved here hai iuncstatus has presumably contributed to
tioned as intended.32
maintaining the so-cailed .Nordic balAltogether, it can be warranted in ance',therebycreatinga less
tensesituaconcluding that the security-political tion for the Nordic countries
in seneral.
solutions offered by the Sval6aid_ and
With regard to the Antarctic, ihere is
Antarctic-models have had a positively reason to believe that
the arrangement
conflict-preventive effect in the two of inspectionhas taken
care of thå funcregions, by and through the fact that tions of observation
and control which
theseregionshave been held outsidethe ar-e necessaryfor preserving
the credi_
military-political power-gamble.
bility and functional effectivånessof the
{d) In addition to the iecurity-political security-political solution-model. The
solutions,including demilitarizatiån,etc., significanceof such an
arransementof
the two modelsgive the parties concerned inspection lies not so much
å the use
the.opportunity, through observation,ro actually made of it, as in
the assurance
maintain that control of the development for the parties of knowing
that
in the two regions which is necessårvto inspect, and in the warnlng they may
entailed by
pr-eservethe credibility and functiånal the knowledgethat
they måy themselves
effectiveness of the security-political be inspected. The formaldifferences
solutions.The opportunity for- such ob- between the Svalbardand Antarcticservation and control is allowed for in models with regard to the
opportunity for
the two modelsin different ways.Thus. in mutual observationand
conirol seem to
the Antarctic-model we find the principle someextent to disappear
when the prac_
of the right of the parties to unlimiied tical consequences
are examined.In both
inspection (cf. art. VII of the Antarctic regions, the available
opportunities for
Treaty). This principle is absentfrom the observationand control,
whetherthrough
Svalbard-model,which, however, gives d.irgct inspection or through
the geneial
the _partiesa general right to free'ancl right, of presence,seem
to have sfunified
unobstructedaccessto ånd presencein a substantial (and probabty
necessary)
the region (art. 3 of the SvalbårdTreaty), strengtheningof the respective
security-
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political solution-models.To that extent,
it seemsclear that theseopportunitiesfor
observationand control have had a practical conflict-preventive effect.
VII. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
FORM AND CONTENT OF
COOPERATION
I have looked at a number of concrete
examplesof international cooperation in
in the polar
certainselectedsubject-areas
regions, and have tried, in particular, to
gain an insight into the forms of cooperation that have been practiced, as well as
to form a picture of the actual conflictpreventive effects of cooperation. My
purposewas to try to deducesomething
about what forms of cooperation might
possibly stand out as models of current
interest for a further developed international cooperation, favorable to an orderly and peaceful development in the
polar regions.
The material coveredgivesus a rather
multifarious picture of the totality of
forms of cooperation.3aThese forms of
cooperation fall roughly into three categories:
(l) Subject-related
ad hoc cooperation
without any greatly formalized, organizational framework. Such cooperationis for
the most part bilateral and of a strongly
limited character (in respect of subjectmatter, geography,etc.).
(2) Internationalconventions(formalized agreements)for the regulation of
limited subject-areas.
(3) International conventions for a
comprehensivesubject-relatedregulation
of large geographicalregions. (That is to
say, for practical purposes,the Svalbard
and Antarctic Treaties.)
As regardsthe third and last category,
it was shown earlier how the . Svalbard
and Antarctic Treaties may be regarded
partly as two variants of one and the
same 'master-model' for international
cooperationin the security-politicalfield,

and partly as two clearly differentmodels
for the regulationof 'new territories' (a
'static' and a 'dynamic' model, respectively).
In all these categoriesof forms of cooperation there is obviously a certain
connectionbetweenthe form and content
of cooperation.This must be taken into
account in an analysis of the usefulness
and current interest of the various forms
of cooperation as models for international cooperation,in so far as such cooperationshould serveto meet the needs
for measuresof regulation and control
in the polar regions.
Certain needs have been, and will
remain, of such a nature that they can
be most convenientlymet through a subject-related ad hoc cooperation. For
other needs, international conventions
covering limited subject-areas(and of a
relatively 'technical' or 'apolitical' character) will be sufficient.
To the extent that they are employed,
both these forms of cooperation will
undoubtedly have a positively conflictpreventive effect. But they do not touch
upon the question at the very core of
the problem-situation surrounding the
'new territories', viz. that concerningthe
need for regulating the legal and political status of the regions concerned.This
is a central question,for severalreasons.
One is that the legal and political status
of the regions is of essentialsignificance
for international cooperationwhich might
take placewithin other subject-areas
with
regard to these regions.Another reason
is that the existing statusof theseregions
(i.e. the absenceof either the sovereignty
of any individual state, or the regulatory
authority of any international agency)is
potentially so conflict-creatingthat regulation in this field must in itself be
granted a formidable conflict-preventive
value. It was for both thesereasonsthat
the 'regulationof sovereignty-and jurisdiction-status'was made the subjectof a
rather thorough discussionin this survey
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of the individual relevant subject-areas
of international cooperation in the polar
regions.And, concerningmodels covering thesemore comprehensiveneedsfor
regulation, we are left, for practical purposes,with the Svalbard and Antarctic
Treaties. Both have been framed in a
fashion adaptedto their respectivecontents, and reflect, inter alia, sevetal differdnces with regard to subject-orientation (economicvs. scientific activity) with
regard to the needsand possibilitiesfor
'internationalization' of the respective
regions, and with regard to the need for
flexibility.
V[I. FURTI{ER APPLICABILITY OF
THE MODELS
A cue to an understandingof the problems of the 'new territories', in general,
and hence to an understanding of the
problems which the developmententails
for the polar regions,in particular, is the
word change.New activity in new regions
createsnew needswhich are not always
identical from one region to another (cf.
the contrastsbetweenthe Arctic and the
Antarctic), and changethrough time (e.g.
the needs in the Antarctic in 1975 are
not quite the same as those in 1959).
Where many parties are engagedin the
development, their different motives,
objectives,and assumptionswill constitute uncertainty-factorswhich have to be
taken into account. When discussing
models for appropriate political frameworks for international cooperation on
conflict-preventivemeasuresin the polar
regions, it is therefore of the highest
importance to evaluatethe properties of
such models with regard to adaptation
to altered conditions.
As regards the Svalbard Treaty, we
know that it was concludedunder verv
specialcircumstances;
it aimed at a peimanent solution to quite special problems in a particular region. The solution
achievedwas, in many ways, a static one
that gave Svalbarda statuswhich, in sig-
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nificant respects,divergesfrom what we
understandby a 'new territory'. On a
more superficiallevel the Svalbard-model
may thus seem rather irrelevant for our
purposes.It should be evident,also, that
a direct transferenceof the entire Svalbard Treaty to other regions will hardly
be in question. Nonetheless,it should
also be clear that the Svalbard-model
contains at least two elements of principle which it might be highly pertinent
to take into consideration.One is the
principle of regional demilitarization, the
other, the principle of free and internationalized right of access, preferably
related to the conduct of certain types of
activity (more specifically, in the caseof
Svalbard, economic exploitation). Both
principles would be highly pertinent in
connectionwith a possiblezone-regulation of the Arctic. Both principles,moreover, are being seriously discussed in
connection with other 'new territories';
I am referring here, inter alia, to the
efforts which for a number of vears have
been made through the U.N., in order to
bring about a generalseabedconvention.
These principles are of such a character
that they may - evenif in varying degrees
and in different manners- be built into
flexible regulation-modelswhich will be
able to accommodatethe necessaryoptions for variations, and be adapted to
the local character,special needs, and
altered conditions of the individual regions in question.
The Antarctic Treaty has been described as an introduction to one of the
'most rapidly growing branches of international law which concernsthe peacelul and orderly regulation of new environments opened up with new techniques. . .'.3sThe Antarctic Treaty. with
its flexible structureand dynamic-potential as regardsthe constructionof an ever
more extensiveinternationalcooperation,
seemsto be particularly apt as a model
for the regulation of 'new territories',
especiallyas regardsthe adaptabilityof
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the model to changedcircumstances.ft practical advantageswhich in certain
must not be forgotten, however, that the regions may be gained by reducing the
Antarctic-model is also rooted in quite number of cooperation-partiesto those
speciai conditions and circumstances, who are significantly affected by develand so it is unrealistic to believe that the opmentsin theseregions.
total structure of the Antarctic cooperaDemilitarizedzones,free right of access
tion may simply be transferredto other and presence,together with organs for
regions,such as e.g. the Arctic. There is political and practical consultationscan
reason to believe. however. that certain never,neithersingly nor jointly, give any
bf the elementsof the Aniarctic Treaty ironclad guarantee against power-polimay be adaptable to different environ- tical conflict, either in the polar regions
ments.'The principles of demilitarization or in other parts of the world. What
and of free and internationalizedright of such arrangementscan give, however, is
accessand presencetaturally stand out partly a positive reduction of the total
in this respect.The most innovative, and amount of conflict-potential,and partly
for that reason perhaps also the most an opportunity for the parties involved
interesting, element of the Antarctic to tackle the conflict-laden problems
Treaty is still the consultativeapparatus, which new developments entail. The
which enables the parties to engagein achievement of precisely these things
constructive,conflict-preventivecoopera- may in the long run prove of decisive
tion, without thereby committing them to significancefor securing a peaceful and
any given 'solution' to the problems harmonious developmentin the polar
posedby the developmentand the chang- regions.
ing conditions.With a view to the development in the Arctic, where the conflict- NOTES
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